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Triads and Chords
Triads
Three specific notes are needed to build a chord, collectively called the triad. On the staff this is realized in an
order of every other note, with the lowest note, root, naming the chord. Thus, to build a C triad, C, E, and G are
needed:

The other parts of the triad, the 3rd and the 5th are named for their interval (M3 and P5) above the root.
Once realized in a line-line-line or space-space-space order, notes of a triad are realized in any number of ways
as a chord on the guitar.

A 4-string C chord with a doubled root:

The fullest sounding chord is produced when notes of the triad are doubled across all six
strings. For example:

With each string assigned a note of the triad, the chord is well suited for strumming. For this, guitarists often
use a special notation indicating the strummed rhythm and chord letter name above the staff, called lead sheet
notation:
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EXERCISE—TRIAD SPELLING AND VISUALIZING
Spell each triad, identifying the root, 3rd, and 5th. Next, realize two complete triad voicings on the fingerboard
(on strings indicated  ) marking the R, 3rd, 5th. If one of the triad tones is an open string, mark it above the
fingerboard. Finally realize one strum-able chord (except for the B chord).
Triad Spelling

Voicing #1

Voicing #2

Full chord

(on strings indicated)

(on strings indicated)

(as much as possible)

5

5

5
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D triad
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E triad

R______ 3rd_______ 5th______
F triad
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G triad
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A triad

R______ 3rd_______ 5th______
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Triad Qualities—changes in color or “feeling”
There are four triad qualities—Major, Minor, Diminished and Augmented—each expresses a different feeling.
Begin with major triads and review three types of major triads:


Type I:
Major triads with all natural notes: C, F, G:



Type II:
Major triads with a sharped 3rd in the middle: D, E, A:



Type III:
Major triad with a sharped 3rd and sharped 5th:

Find ways of playing all of these major chords on the guitar

SPELLING MAJOR TRIADS
Spell and identify the type of each major triad, then transpose it as indicated.
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Changing the Qualities from Major
Major triad types serve as a reference for understanding all other qualities—minor, diminished and augmented.
To create these qualities, begin with the major triad and then alter the 3rd and/or the 5th chromatically. For
example, to create minor:

SPELLING TRIAD QUALITIES
First, realize the root and determine the type of major triad.
This serves as the reference chord for changing its quality:




To make minor, lower the 3rd. .
To make diminished, lower the 3rd and the 5th.
To make augmented, raise the 5th.

Type I:

Type II:

Type III:

Lead Sheet Notation
In lead sheet notation, major chords are indicated by letter only; minor chords have the letter name plus the
suffix “m.”

Diminished chords have a letter and 0 ; augmented chords have by a letter and + :
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SPELL TRIADS (ALL QUALITIES)
Spell each of the following triads indicated by the lead-sheet chord name below the staff (remember: m means
minor, + is augmented, and o is diminished. A letter name without a suffix symbol is major). If the triad is
anything other than major, spell it first as major, then adjust for quality.

TRIAD RECOGNITION
Correctly identify each triad and its quality from the fingerboard pattern provided. For minor, diminished, and
augmented qualities, use lead sheet suffixes symbols—m, o, +. If major, simply label the triad’s letter name.

Ex Am

1._______

2._______

3._______

4._______

5._______

6._______

7._______

8._______

9._______

10._______

11._______
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Triad Qualities in Open Voicing
So far you’ve looked at triads in closed voicing—placing notes as closely as possible as a way to visualize the
triad’s construction: root—3rd—5th. Now we may begin to realize them in open voicing—with tones
repositioned, or spread out in different registers. This organizes the triad on non-adjacent
strings to provide greater ease of left-hand fingering and comfort.

In the following, chord qualities progress as, Major—minor—Major—diminished—Major—
Augmented, each with the same root. The last chord, sounding as a resolution of the augmented chord, does not
share the same root but functions to complete the musical sentence.

When strumming and re-voicing triads, we simply refer to them as chords.
When a chord moves, or progresses, to another, it’s called a progression.
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Diatonic Qualities in a Major Key
Simple chord progressions are generally limited to the seven (diatonic) chords available with a given key. In the
key of C major they are:

Notice the different chord qualities in:




Three major chords on scale degrees I, IV, and V
Three minor chords on scale degrees ii, iii, and vi
One diminished chord on scale degree vii

This same pattern following the diatonic scale—Major-minor-minor-Major-Major-minor-diminished—exists
for all keys.

REALIZE ON THE GUITAR
Given the key and Roman numeral functions, realize the following progressions on the guitar. Begin by
thinking of diatonic triads available in the key (write out on manuscript paper if necessary), then realize the
chords in the blanks and fingerboard grids provided. Finally strum the progression.
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All Key Signatures
Key sig.

# of sharps/flats
0

Key sig.

# of sharps

or ≤

Major
C

Key sig.

Minor
a

Major

Minor

1

G

e

1≤

F

d

2

D

b

2≤

B≤

g

3

A

f

3≤

E≤

c

4

E

c

4≤

A≤

f

5

B

g

5≤

D≤

b≤

6

F

d

6≤

G≤

e≤

7

C

a

7≤

C≤

a≤

Common in the guitar music
Less common
Rare or not used

# of flats

Major

Minor
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Harmonizing Melody
Harmonization is the process where chords are created for a given melody. While there are a few basic ground
rules, ultimately you must follow your ear—deciding between likes and dislikes.
One essential rule is that every note may be harmonized at least three ways—as a chordal root, a chordal 3rd, or a
chordal 5th. A melody note may also be harmonized as a chordal 7th (or as a non-chord tone)—less frequent.

How to Harmonize
An example of harmonization will now be applied through a step-by-step process, adding details from general to
specific. We begin with the following short melody. Play and listen to it on the guitar.

Step 1—General Structure
First, determine the melody’s general structure: its key, phrases and cadences.


Notice the 1-sharp key signature and the beginning/ending note “G”—thus, the key of G major. All
diatonic chords in the key should immediately come to mind, most importantly, the I and V.



Two phrases are created by rhythmic pauses (mm. 4, 8) and the similarity of musical material (mm. 1,
5).



To maintain key compatibility, beginning and ending notes should be harmonized with I. At the end of
the antecedent phrase, V.

Reference 1

Step 2—Harmonic Realization
 Melodic Implications



Other Possibilities

Reference 2
Step 3—Harmonic Planning
At this point a general harmonic plan has begun to emerge. To continue, consider the following:



Determine the harmonic rhythm.
Follow the natural strength or weakness (activity and rest) of certain diatonic chords.



Not every note in a melody needs a chord.

Notice the rests creating un-harmonized pick-ups.

Once the harmonic rhythm is decided, certain chords possibilities may be “filtered out” or removed from
consideration.

Reference 3

Step 4—Auditioning
The next step is to audition chord possibilities and then select ones that sound best. There are no “right” or
“wrong” choices.

Sing/Strum Audition. First realize all roman numerals as guitar chords and practice their fingerboard patterns:

Next practice singing the melody using any comfortable syllable such as “la.” If you have trouble with
any portion of the melody it may need to be reinforced on the guitar while singing; or if you have a
lower voice type you may need to transpose portions of the melody (as in m. 6) down an octave.

Once practiced, sing it with a strummed chord as indicated, listening for harmonic strength/weakness.
Sing/strum the passage repeatedly, each time with a different chord until you find one that sounds best.

Reference 4
Sometimes plans change. In m. 2 the Am chord sounds somewhat weak. For greater strength, C major
(IV) could be substituted with beat 2 realized as a passing tone.

The question-mark chords should be auditioned next. Listen to each chord possibility and select a
preference:

The third may sound best since it returns to the strength of the tonic G chord. Continue this same
audition process through the end of the melody.

Melody/Bass Audition. For those who find singing too challenging, the melody/bass audition is another
method. First realize all roman numerals as chords:

In this approach, bass notes underneath the melody are used to represent harmonies. For the most part,
the harmony should be represented by the root of the chord, but an occasional chordal 3rd or 5th
sometimes works.

Reference 5
The Am chord in m.2 sounds weak. For greater strength, IV (C major) may be substituted with beat 2
realized as a passing tone.

Next, audition harmonizations in question. Select a preference:

Continuing the process to the end, may yield the following harmonization:

Notice the I6 with B in the bass at m. 6. This sounds strong because it completes the chord tones of the G major
triad implied by the melody (bracketed). I6 also provides a welcome change of stepwise motion in the bass for
mm. 6-7, contrasting with skipping motion elsewhere. Thus, while the bass functions to support the harmony, it
also provides a smooth musical line of its own. Play and listen to just bass line:

Reference 6

Step 5--Chord Voicing and Connections
After all chord choices are made, the harmonization needs to be “fleshed out” and tweaked. The goal is to
voice chords as fully as possible. Naturally, any voicing must be tried out on the guitar. Strive to make your
harmonization practical and comfortable to play.

Repeatedly play and listen, adding other details which may strengthen the connection from one chord to the
next. Perhaps add the V6 to the final cadence.

Reference 7
Of course there are numerous other harmonizations:

or:

Reference 8
HARMONIZATION EXERCISES
Write a melody where each note is compatible with the chords indicated by the roman numerals.
Strive to make your melody stepwise in motion.

Reference 9
Harmonize each of the following melodies, following steps explained above. First determine the key, then
decide which melody notes are chord tones and which are non-chord tones. Label appropriate harmonies with
roman numerals (R.N.) in the blanks provided. Avoid repeating a harmony, unless it is an inversion (e.g. I- I6).
Finally realize the progression with a corresponding bass line (bs). Remember, there are many possible ways to
realize each melody.
a

Reference 10

Reference 11

